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Performance degradation due to filament fracture of Nb3Sn 
cable-in-conduit conductors (CICCs) is a critical issue in 
large-scale magnet design such as ITER which is currently 
being constructed in the South of France. The critical current 
observed in most SULTAN TF CICC samples is significantly 
lower than expected and the voltage-current characteristic is 
seen to have a much broader transition from a single strand to 
the CICC. Moreover, most conductors exhibit irreversible 
degradation due to filament fracture and a strain relaxation 
under electromagnetic cyclic loading. With recent success in 
monitoring thermal strain distribution in SULTAN tested 
CICCs and its evolution under cyclic loading from in situ Tc 
measurements, we apply FEMCAM to SULTAN tested CICCs 
to study Nb3Sn strain sensitivity and irreversible performance 
degradation. FEMCAM is unique today for including strand 
filament fracture and the local current sharing effects. The 
model combines the thermal bending effect during cool down 
and the EM bending effect due to locally accumulating 
Lorentz force during magnet operation. In this paper, we focus 
on modeling of Tcs performance degradation based on the 
thermal strain relaxation recently measured at SULTAN for 
CICC initial and final EM load cycles. The goal is to study the 
transition broadening upon cyclic loading for the extreme 
cases seen in SULTAN tested CICCs to better quantify the 
observed conductor irreversible performance degradation due 
to filament fracture. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

erformance degradation of Nb3Sn cable-in-conduit-
conductors (CICCs) due to filament fracture is a critical 

issue in large-scale magnet design such as ITER which is 
currently being constructed in the South of France [1-9]. The 
critical current observed in tested CICC samples is 
significantly lower than expected and the voltage-current 
characteristic is seen to have a much broader transition from a 
single strand to a CICC cable [16-28]. The SULTAN results 
indicate that most conductors exhibit irreversible degradation 
with electromagnetic cyclic loading [25]. The irreversible part 
of the degradation mainly due to filament fracture may cause 
potential local buckling of the cable as a result of strain 
relaxation. It is by far the dominant cause of degradation and 
cannot be described by the existing scaling law. 

Critical current and cable n-value representing the voltage-
current characteristics are the two important parameters in 
measuring strand and cable performance degradation. Several 
numerical models attempting to capture the strand electro-
mechanical [15], electro-thermal-mechanical [11] and the 
thermal-hydraulic-electro-magnetic (THELMA) behavior have 
been developed to understand CICC cable behavior. In this 
paper, we apply the Florida electro-mechanical cable model 

(FEMCAM) to SULTAN tested CICC samples to study the 
strain sensitivity and irreversible performance degradation as a 
result of filament fracture. FEMCAM combines the thermal 
bending effect during cool down and the electromagnetic 
bending effect due to locally accumulating Lorentz force 
during magnet operation. It is unique today among various 
cable models for including filament fracture and local current 
sharing effect observed in SULTAN tests. We focus on 
FEMCAM modeling of transition broadening of TF and CS 
samples under cyclic loading so to understand the distinction 
between the irreversible and reversible degradation. We 
demonstrated that both bending due to differential thermal 
contraction and that due to transverse magnetic load play 
important roles in the performance of Nb3Sn strands and 
cables. The axial thermal compressive strain of Nb3Sn, a 
critical input parameter to the model, however, cannot be 
physically measured in the past and the fitted data based on an 
extrapolation of the test results which already include all the 
degradation effect has to be used. Thanks to recent success in 
monitoring thermal strain distribution of SULTAN CICCs 
upon cyclic loading [22-23], we can now apply FEMCAM to 
study the influence of bending strain and filament current 
transfer with local current sharing effect on the critical current 
and n-value of Nb3Sn strands and cables. The n-value is an 
important indicator of conductor performance drop as low n-
values imply local non-uniform current transfer or associate 
with broken filaments [9]. The reduced strand n-value due to 
bending is derived from integration of filament critical current 
over strand core cross-section based on Ekin’s assumption of 
low and high inter-filament resistivity limits (LRL and HRL), 
corresponding to full and no current transfer respectively [1]. 
The model results indicate that Ic degradation of strands under 
bending initially follows closely full inter-filament current 
transfer but shifts and falls between full current and no current 
transfer for a large bending strain. This implies that FEMCAM 
is self-consistent in modeling important bending effects and 
current transfer due to filament fracture even though we 
assume full inter-filament and inter-strand current transfer in a 
cable [17]. Different from stand critical current degradation, 
the strand n-value degradation under bending from FEMCAM 
with full current transfer and filament fracture becomes worse 
than that from no current transfer with filament fracture. This 
implies that the impact of filament fracture to the critical 
current degradation may be different from that to the strand n-
value degradation. The effective cable n-value is derived from 
the power law relation following the strand electric field 
against critical current curve for field between 0.01-100 uV/m. 
The FEMCAM simulated Tcs and cable n-value during the first 
load cycle agree well with that from SULTAN measurement. 
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The results from FEMCAM after cyclic loading using the final 
thermal strain extracted from SULTAN samples show a better 
conductor Tcs and n-value than the SULTAN measurement, 
this may partially due to a much higher electrical field criteria 
used in FEMCAM for cable n-value calculation. Finally, we 
demonstrate that FEMCAM can be used to monitor the 
transition broadening of SULTAN tested CICCs as a result of 
progressive filament fracture and thermal strain accumulation 
of CICCs under cyclic loading, or thermal strain relaxation of 
some CICCs with improved performance after 1st load cycle as 
a result of local frictional micro-movement between the cable 
and the jacket.  

II. MODEL FORMULATION  

FEMCAM is formulated not based on first principles, but 
mainly based on simplified analytical formulations to capture 
all the essential physics observed from past CICC test data 
collected. In FEMCAM, the bending strain of a strand in a 
CICC is modeled based on the elastic buckling of a strand due 
to differential thermal contraction [8] and the multi-stage 
beam bending at strand crossing under locally accumulated 
magnetic load [12]. We assume full current transfer and the 
critical current density drops to zero if the filament tensile 
strain is beyond the strand irreversible limit.  

A. Strand Bending and Thermal Strain 

During cool down after heat treatment of a CICC, the 
differential thermal contraction between strands and steel 
jacket can create a large axial compressive strain on individual 
strands [8, 11]. Recent critical temperature measurement of 
SULTAN CICC samples during cyclic loading test, however, 
indicates that actual strand thermal strain distribution is much 
lower than the -0.65% fitted thermal strain data widely used in 
the past. Fig. 1 shows the thermal strain distribution extracted 
from in situ critical temperature measurement of SULTAN 
tested TFEU6 sample.  

Fig. 2 presents the deflection of a wavy shaped strand in a 
TFEU6 CICC leg and the bending strain variation along a 
deformed strand due to both thermal load and the locally 
accumulated magnetic load. The strand axial compressive 
strain for the given -0.35% differential thermal contraction is 
smaller than the prescribed thermal mismatch because of 
strand waviness and the strand local bending effect.  

We use the strand Ic at the peak bending strain to derive 
cable performance without introducing any averaging process 
along the strand.  

The critical current reduction due to contact stress at strand 
crossing is implemented as the polynomial fitting of strand 
contact stress measurements [13].  

 

 
Fig. 1. Thermal strain distribution from Tc measurement (from [20]). 

 

axial compressive strain distribution for TFEU6 EAS strands 

 
Fig. 2. FEMCAM modeled strand bending under thermal and magnetic loads 

 

B. Current Transfer and Filament Fracture 

The filament critical current under local bending strain is 
integrated over the strand core cross-section to obtain the 
strand critical current using Ekin’s formulation and strand 
scaling law [1-2, 10]. Past measurements for some ITER 
model coil strands indicate that the reduced critical current Ic 
can be described by full current transfer corresponding to the 
low inter-filament resistivity limit [13]. Our FEMCAM 
analysis, however, indicates that this may only be true at a 
relative low strand bending strain.  

Broken filaments have been known and observed in 
previous micrographic studies for strands under large bending 
[7]. We assume critical current density drops to zero in Ekin’s 
integration if filament tensile strain is greater than the 
measured strand irreversible limit, despite the fact that in 
reality critical current density for some strands may not drop 
so drastically. Therefore, the filament Jc for no current transfer 
is the minimum between the Jc at compressive side and the Jc 

at the tension side. 
The cable n-value is derived from slope of the electric field 
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versus critical current curve shown in the power law relation 

n

cc J

J

E

E
)( , (1) 

where E and Ec are the measured cable electric field and the 
electric field criteria (i.e., 0.1 uV/m).  

The cable critical current reduction at each layer of strands 
inside a CICC is obtained by adding the Ic reduction due to 
total bending strain and the Ic reduction due to transverse 
contact force. We assume full inter-strand current transfer and 
add all critical current from layer to layer to obtain the average 
cable Ic reduction. Our assumptions of full inter-strand current 
transfer and the critical current drop to zero for filaments with 
tensile strain beyond strand irreversible limit work reasonably 
well in capturing critical current degradation of Nb3Sn strands 
and cables. 
 

C. Input Parameters 

As an important input parameter to FEMCAM, the strand 
thermal compressive strain in SULTAN tested CICCs has 
recently been quantified from the in situ Tc measurement of 
the cable during initial and final load cycles.  Table I listed the 
measured initial and final thermal strain data in various CICCs 
tested. The data clearly indicate thermal strain relaxation or 
strain accumulation under cyclic loading. The cable thermal 
strain change is consistent with jacket strain relaxation at the 
high field region. In the case of thermal strain accumulation 
such as that seen in TFEU6 and CSIO1, the irreversible 
degradation due to filament fracture increases progressively 
with cyclic loading, leads to potential local cable buckling 
with increasing cable thermal strain. In the case of progressive 
strain relaxation under electromagnetic cyclic loading such as 
seen in the TFRF3 and TFRF4 samples, frictional micro 
movement leads to progressive disengagement between the 
cable and the jacket, instead of the local buckling effect. As a 
result, CICCs showed an improved performance after initial 
cycle.         

 
Table I. Thermal strain extracted from in situ Tc measurement  

 
Thermal strain TFEU6 TFRF3 TFRF4 CSIO1

Initial (%) -0.35 -0.34 -0.36 -0.48 
Final (%) -0.44 -0.25 -0.29 -0.58 

 
Other input parameters to the model include the strand 

scaling law parameters, cable void fraction, strand axial and 
transverse modulus, strand bending wavelength associate with 
cabling pattern and the twist pitch length, as well as the strand 
irreversible strain limit. The data are listed in Tables II and III.    

III. TEST CICC SAMPLES 

The SULTAN test results indicate that most CICCs show 
progressive performance degradation without saturation under 
cyclic loading [25]. The CICCs with continuous degradation 
in most cases such as the TFEU6/7/8 samples are dominated 
by irreversible filament fracture over the relatively small 
effect of cable settling down in the jacket during EM cyclic 
loading. Some CICCs such as TFRF3/4 and TFUS1/3 with 
solid Luvata strands show improved performance after initial 

cycle, mainly due to the relaxation of thermal compressive 
strain upon cyclic loading, which is in the range of reversible 
degradation as a result of cable settling down in the jacket. 
Similarly for the CSIO2 sample with short twist pitch, the 
bending is restricted by a stronger strand engagement inside 
the cable.   

A. Continuous Performance Degradation 

Fig. 3 shows the Tcs measurement of TFEU6 sample where 
progressive performance degradation with EM load cycles is 
clearly seen. The typical degradation behavior is similar to 
other TF CICCs tested and is consistent with the thermal strain 
accumulation observed in the initial and final cycle in situ Tc 
measurement. The irreversible degradation of strand inside the 
cable may cause potential local cable buckling as a result of 
incremental filament fracture upon cyclic loading. Similar 
behavior was observed in TFEU8 sample but with a more 
graduate performance drop, instead of a linear decreasing of 
Tcs.      

 
Table II. Strand scaling parameters – Twente scaling law  

 
CICCs C B*c20max

 
T*c0max 

 
Ca1  

 
Ca2  

 
e0,a 

(%) 
em 

(%) 
p  
 

q 

TFEU5 9005 29.99 16.49 80.13 37.8 0.237 802 0.42 1.3 
TFEU6 12447 29.88 16.06 404.87 386.71 0.139 802 0.525 1.547
TFEU8 11761 30.28 16.02 226.93 203.86 0.187 802 0.489 1.618
CSIO1 18707 33.79 16.1 44.97 0 0.28 609 0.54 2.1 
CSIO2 18707 33.79 16.1 44.97 0 0.28 609 0.54 2.1 

TFRF3/4 13088 32 15.44 41.16 5.84 0.27 802 0.5 1.75
 
 

Table III. FEMCAM input parameters  
 

CICCs Strand
diam. 
(mm)

irr  

(%) 

void 
(%) 

Bending 
wavelength

(mm) 

IxB 
(kN/m)

TFEU5 0.82 0.45 30.5 7 802 
TFEU6 0.82 0.45 30.5 7 802 
TFEU8 0.82 0.45 30.5 7 802 

CSIO1-2sc 0.81 0.26 33.4 6 609 
CSIO2-short 0.81 0.26 32.4 3 609 

TFRF3 0.82 0.6 30.6 7 802 
TFRF4 0.825 0.6 30 7 802 

 

It may be useful to introduce a thermal strain distribution 
function similar to that extracted from experiment as shown in 
Fig. 1 or some type of filament fracture distribution observed 
in the past into the FEMCAM formulation to better capture 
uncertainty of performance degradation. It will be interesting 
to see the impact of the statistical distribution of FEMCAM 
essential input parameters to its simulation results and how the 
simulation correlates with measurement. 
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Fig.3. Tcs measurement of TFEU6 sample shows continuous performance 

degradation with EM load cycles [24]. 

 

B. Improved Performance after Initial Cycle 

For CICCs with solid strands or cable with short twist pitch 
where the strand bending is restricted by stronger strand 
engagement in the cable, performance improvement after first 
cyclic loading mainly attributed to the frictional movement 
between the cable and the jacket has been observed in some 
CICCs such as TFRF3/4 and CSIO2 short twist pitch sample 
[25]. Fig. 4 shows the improved Tcs measurement for CSIO2 
short twist pitch sample with cyclic loading.  

Our past results show that the higher the excess strain, 
defined as total bending strain beyond the strand irreversible 
strain limit, the more filaments are bent to broken and thus the 
more additional Ic degradation occurs under cyclic load with a 
critical value being 0.5~0.6%. The correlation of additional 
degradation under cyclic load with FEMCAM results suggests 
that one should keep the excess strain around 0.3% or lower to 
minimize fatigue effects [16-17]. Past observations also 
indicate that short twist pitch is better when the ratio of twist 
pitch to sub-element diameter is below 15, where the sub-
element of a cable stays intact if it was dropped several feet; 
however, it will fall apart if the ratio is greater than 20.  

 

 
Fig.4. Tcs measurement of CSIO2 with short twist pitch shows improved 

performance with EM load cycles [28]. 

IV. FEMCAM ANALYSIS OF STRAND AND CABLE 

In FEMCAM, we assume full current transfer between 
strands inside a cable and add all critical currents from layer to 
layer to get the average cable critical current reduction. The 
effective strand critical current is calculated using an 
integration procedure over strand core cross section. The 
effective cable critical current is calculated using a similar 
integration over the CICC cable cross section to account for 
self-field gradient and total bending strain variation over the 
cable cross-section under a given compressive thermal strain.  

A. Performance of Strand under Bending  

Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 represent the FEMCAM calculated Jc 
degradation due to bending of the EAS strand for TFEU5 and 
TFEU6. The degradation with filament fracture follows 
closely the LRL representing the full inter-filament current 
transfer for a less than 1% bending strain. With increasing 
bending strain, the degradation of HRL with filament fracture 
starts to deviate slightly from the curve corresponding to HRL 
but without filament fracture. Despite of these differences, the 
results imply that although we use full current transfer in 
FEMCAM the assumption of Jc drops to zero for filaments 
with strains beyond the strand irreversible limit seems 
reasonable in describing the influence of inter-filament current 
transfer to strand Jc performance degradation. Fig. 7 shows the 
Jc degradation due to bending of the Russian ChMP strand for 
TFRF3. A less compressive intrinsic strain of the Russian 
Bronze strand moves the strand bending closer to tensile, as a 
result, Jc drop has a similar behavior to the EAS strand at 
initial cycle even though the Russian strand has a much higher 
irreversible strain limit.  

 

 
Fig.5. FEMCAM computed critical current reduction due to bending for 

TFEU5 EAS strand at 12 T, 4.2 K. 
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Fig.6. FEMCAM computed critical current reduction due to bending for 

TFEU6 EAS strand at 12 T, 4.2 K. 
 

 
Fig.7. FEMCAM computed critical current reduction due to bending for 

TFRF3 ChMP Bronze strand at 12 T, 4.2 K. 
 
 

 
Fig.8. FEMCAM computed critical current reduction due to bending for 

CSIO1 OST strand at 12 T, 4.2 K.  
 

Impact of irreversible strain limit is clearly seen in Fig. 8, 
where FEMCAM calculated Jc degradation due to bending of 
the OST strand for the CSIO1 sample is shown. Strands with a 
more compressive intrinsic strain show less initial impact from 
filament fracture, but the irreversible damage may increase 

progressively with cyclic loading due to locally accumulated 
thermal compressive strain, as a result of cable local buckling 
(TFEU6 and TFEU8), see later sections for more details.   

It is not clear if the bending behavior of a particular strand 
will follow the full current transfer assumption with filament 
fracture or no current transfer with filament fracture. Previous 
results indicate that initially the strand bending behavior 
seems to following closely the full current transfer assumption 
but will gradually shift to the no current transfer behavior with 
increased strand bending [13,17]. This is directly related to 
recent statistical study on the filament fracture distribution in 
ITER strands [20-21]. For the case of TF CICC samples, it 
will be useful to see direct measurement of progressive 
increment of filament fracture with cyclic loading on the 
TFEU6&8 and compare that with the same measurement for 
the TFRF3&4. We expect to see a significantly less filament 
damage in the TFRF samples. Measurement and direct 
comparison of cable modulus with jacket modulus will also be 
very useful to validate the thermal strain relaxation between 
cable and jacket with cyclic loading as a result of cable and 
jacket frictional movement. We expect to see a stiffer TFRF 
cable (may be stiffer than its jacket modulus) than the TFEU 
cable.  

A simple electrical model originally proposed by Mitchell 
[11] is implemented with assumptions 1) At very low electric 
field (i.e., 0.01 uV/m), current flow in filament is limited by 
lowest superconducting transport current and there is no inter-
filament current transfer 2) At very high electric field (i.e., 100 
uV/m), critical current is un-degraded superconducting 
transport current and full inter-filament current transfer is 
allowed. Fig. 9 presents simulated strand n-value degradation 
under bending strain for both full and no current transfer 
cases. For a small bending strain (<0.4%), we expect no n-
value degradation of the strand. With an increase of the 
bending, n-value starts to degrade for no current transfer case 
first and the full current transfer case has less n-value 
degradation that the no current transfer case.   

 

 
Fig.9. FEMCAM computed n-value of TFEU5-EAS strand under bending 

at 12 T, 4.2 K. 
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Fig.10. FEMCAM computed n-value of TFEU6-EAS strand under bending 

at 12 T, 4.2 K. 
 

Fig. 10 presents the simulated n-value degradation for the 
TFEU6-EAS strand. The difference between EAS strands used 
in TFEU5 and TFEU6 samples is not so clear but it appears 
that n-value of the TFEU6-EAS strand is more sensitive to 
local current transfer for strand under transverse bending. The 
n-value degradation from FEMCAM simulation for both 
strands for the case of current transfer with filament fracture is 
very close to the case of current transfer without filament 
fracture effect. The irreversible strain limit used for both 
strands is 0.45%. Fig. 11 presents the FEMCAM computed n-
value degradation for the TFRF3 Russian bronze route strand. 
Fig. 12 presents the same simulation result for the CSIO1-2sc 
OST strand. The results indicate that filament fracture impacts 
local current sharing more in OST strand that that in the EAS 
and Russian strands due to a smaller strand irreversible strain 
limit of the OST internal-tin strand.  

The results of n-value degradation also imply that for both 
bronze route and internal tin strands, the strand n-value 
degradation may become worse for full current transfer with 
filament damage than that from the no inter-filament current 
transfer. This is different from the Jc degradation shown in 
Figs. 5-8 where full current transfer with filament damage 
always give better or less Jc degradation than that from the no 
current transfer with filament fracture. As a result, this may 
imply that filament fracture and local current sharing will 
impact transition broadening of strand under bending 
differently from its impact to the critical current degradation.   

The strand critical current at high axial compressive strain is 
much lower and critical current drops faster with increasing 
bending strain for the case of no current transfer. The results 
imply that bending creates filament current transfer and may 
cause filament fracture that leads to strand performance 
degradation in the form of local buckling and thermal strain 
relaxation. A small bending strain may have minor impact to 
strand n-value performance, with increased bending strain, 
however, more and more filaments are broken and this causes 
transition broadening to the strand and thus to the cable.  

 

 
Fig.11. FEMCAM computed n-value of TFRF3 Russian strand under 

bending at 12 T, 4.2 K. 
 

 
Fig.12. FEMCAM computed n-value degradation of CSIO1-2sc OST 

strand. 
 

B. 1st Cycle Performance of CICCs 

The cable n-value is obtained from the slope of the log (E) 
versus log (J) plot as described by the empirical power law 
relation in Eq. (1) and the formulation was described 
elsewhere [17]. Table IV listed the comparison of SULTAN 
measured and the FEMCAM calculated cable initial current 
sharing temperature and n-value. Table IV also listed Ic 
degradation due to transverse bending and the ratio between 
operating current and cable critical current at 1st cycle. The 
results from FEMCAM simulation in general very similar and 
agree well with SULTAN measurements. The larger predicted 
degradation in CSIO1 sample is partially due to slightly larger 
void fraction in the CS samples. The simulated cable initial n-
value is also consistent with SULTAN measurement. The 
FEMCAM predicts higher Tcs than measurement for TF CICC 
but lower than measured Tcs for the CS CICCs.    
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Table IV. FEMCAM predicted cable Tcs and n-values 
 

CICCs Ic deg.  Initial Tcs (K)  Cable n-value Iop/Ic  
TFEU5 16.5% 6.35* 6.33 11.9 12.5 65% 
TFEU6 14.9% 6.26 6.77 13 15.7 55% 
TFEU8 17.2% 6.13/6.27 6.4 15 15.1 61% 
TFRF3 12.2% 6.15/6.54 6.74 14.3 14.9 54% 
TFRF4 9.6% 5.98/5.92 6.46 9.9/12 13.4 58% 
CSIO1 22.8% 6.67 5.94 15.9 8.7 66% 
CSIO2 14.7% 6.95 6.29 14 10.9 60% 

 

C. Performance Evolution under Cyclic Loading 

SULTAN test results indicate that monitoring of transition 
broadening due to filament fracture from superconducting to 
normal state upon cyclic loading is the key to quantify the 
conductor performance degradation. To this end, we apply the 
thermal strain measurement and its evolution at the 1st cycle 
and the 1001 cycle to FEMCAM to study the impact of strain 
relaxation. The result of this study can be used to correlate 
with CICC Tcs measurement under cyclic loading. Fig. 13 
presents the FEMCAM calculated Tcs performance evolution 
under the electromagnetic cyclic loading for the TFEU6 and 
TFEU8 samples. The results show a very similar trend of Tcs 

drop to that from the measurement seen in Fig. 3 and Fig. 14, 
where a linear strain relaxation for TFEU6 sample and a more 
gradual strain relaxation in TFEU8 sample are observed. In 
FEMCAM, 1st cyclic loading with 0.03% strain relaxation and 
~0.01% relaxation every other 100 cycles were applied. 
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Fig.13. FEMCAM simulated Tcs degradation evolution under cyclic 

loading for the TFEU6 and TFEU8 samples. 

 
Fig. 15 presents FEMCAM simulated Tcs evolution of 

TFRF3 sample where a performance improvement is clearly 
seen. This is different from the measurement shown in Fig. 3 
and Fig. 14, where a progressive degradation is observed. The 
improved performance is mainly due to a local thermal strain 
relaxation as a result of frictional micro-movement between 
the cable and jacket under EM cyclic loading. In this case, it is 
expected that the cable may have a larger stiffness than the 
jacket, causing the sliding between cable and jacket, which is 
essentially a reversible process different from a progressive 
increase of irreversible filament fracture seen in TFEU6 and 
TFEU8 samples.   

 
Fig.14. Tcs measurement of TFEU8 sample shows continuous performance 

degradation with EM load cycles [25]. 
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Fig.15. FEMCAM simulated Tcs evolution of TFRF3 sample shows 

performance improvement with EM load cycles. 

 

 
 

Fig.16. Tcs measurement of TFRF3 sample shows slightly performance 
improvement with EM load cycles [26]. 

 

Fig. 16 presents the evolution of Tcs measurement of the 
TFRF3 sample. Fig. 17 presents the applied thermal strain 
relaxation in FEMCAM for the simulation of performance 
evolution under cyclic loading for the above CICCs tested. 
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Fig.17. Thermal strain relaxation applied in FEMCAM to simulate 

performance evolution with cyclic loading for the TF CICCs. 

 
Table V. FEMCAM predicted cable Tcs and n-values 

 
CICCs Ic deg.  Final Tcs (K)  Cable n-value Iop/Ic  

 FEMCAM SULTAN FEMCAM SULTAN FEMCAM FEMCAM

TFEU5 17.7% 6.24/5.98 5.31 n/a 9.2 82% 
TFEU6 15.6% 5.9 6.13 9.2/10.1 12.3 64% 
TFEU8 15.4% 5.8/5.89 5.77 6.13/8.3 11.8 69% 
TFRF3 12% 6.15 6.89 8.7 16.1 52% 
TFRF4 9.1% 6.22/6.12 6.9 7.5/9.5 15.9 51% 
CSIO1 21% 6.25 5.53 11 8.0 74% 
CSIO2 15.3% 7.14 7.04 12/12.4 14.3 49% 

 
Table V listed the measured and FEMCAM simulated Tcs 

and cable n-value after 1000 EM load cycles. The n-value of a 
single strand is usually measured at 4.2 K and 12 T of a 
typical 20-30 for internal tin Nb3Sn strands and 30-50 for 
bronze route processed strands. For strands we have studied, 
the FEMCAM predicted cable n-values agree better in general 
with measurements for the 1st cycle performance as shown in 
Table IV, but FEMCAM simulation gives higher than the 
measured n-values after cyclic loading as shown in Table V. 
This discrepancy could be partially due to the fact that in 
simulation higher electric field criteria of 20-100 uV/m 
(assuming full current transfer with filament fracture) were 
used for the cable n-value calculation. The results can become 
sensitive to the FEMCAM assumptions of which electric field 
criteria is used in the simulation. Considering the simplifying 
assumptions and approximations involved in FEMCAM 
formulation, the results are still reasonably encouraging. The 
results indicate that FEMCAM as an effective tool can be very 
useful for data processing of SULTAN results and eventually 
a systematic study using FEMCAM could lead to a better 
understanding of CICC performance degradation. FEMCAM 
study of local current sharing effect due to filament fracture 
and its evolution with cyclic loading will also validate our 
speculations from experimental observations on the distinction 
of irreversible and reversible degradation behavior.      

Fig. 18 and Fig. 19 present the FEMCAM simulated electric 
field against Tcs transition for the TFEU6 and TFRF3 samples 
for the 1st load cycle and after 1000 cycles respectively. Fig. 
20 presents the FEMCAM simulated E-T transition for the 1st 
and after 5k EM load cycles for the CSIO1-2sc samples. The 
results are extracted from cable n-value calculation with the 
assumption that no current transfer for an electric field below 
0.01 uV/m and full current transfer at the electric field of 100 

uV/m. The results are still preliminary and correlation with 
experiments will be studied in the following work. The results, 
however, provide a proof of concept that FEMCAM can be 
used for modeling the superconducting to normal transition 
region for monitoring cable n-value degradation and transition 
broadening, which is the key to better quantify the conductor 
performance degradation.  
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Fig.18. FEMCAM simulated E-T transition of TFEU6 and TFRF3 samples 

for the 1st cycle. 
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Fig.19. FEMCAM simulated E-T transition of TFEU6 and TFRF3 samples 

for the 1001 EM load cycle. 
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Fig.20. FEMCAM simulated E-T transition of CSIO1-2sc sample for the 
1st and after 5k EM load cycles. 
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V. CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION 

Most CICC samples tested in SULTAN show progressive 
performance degradation with cyclic EM loading.  The critical 
current observed in test samples is significantly lower than 
expected and the voltage-current characteristic is seen to have 
a much broader transition from a single strand to a CICC 
cable. The test results indicate that most conductors exhibit 
irreversible degradation with electromagnetic load cycling. 
The irreversible part of degradation is due to filament fracture 
and local strain accumulation. It is by far the dominant cause 
of degradation and cannot be described by the existing scaling 
law.  

FEMCAM is a useful cable modeling tool that combines the 
thermal bending effect during cool down and the EM bending 
effect due to the locally accumulating Lorentz force during 
magnet operation. The model is unique today among various 
existing electrical and mechanical cable models for including 
filament fracture and local current sharing effect observed in 
SULTAN tests. We apply FEMCAM to study SULTAN test 
results to understand the strain sensitivity and irreversible 
performance degradation of ITER CICCs. The model predicts 
Ic degradation of strand under bending initially follows curve 
of full inter-filament current transfer but deviates and falls 
between full current and no current transfer for large bending 
strain. The reduction of effective strand core cross-section as a 
result of progressive filament fracture under large bending 
needs to be validated by experiment. The simulated strand n-
value degradation for full current transfer with filament 
fracture becomes worse than that for no current transfer. This 
is not consistent with Ic degradation of strand under bending, 
where full current transfer case with filament fracture is 
always better than no current transfer case, but implies that 
filament fracture impacts strand local current sharing and 
transition broadening differently as it impacts the critical 
current degradation.   

We also apply FEMCAM to model transition broadening of 
CICCs under cyclic loading so to understand the distinction 
between irreversible and reversible degradation. It is still not 
clear how to correlate the observed progressive increment of 
filament fracture in a cabled strand with cyclic loading. The 
development of a local transition region from full current 
transfer to no current transfer with increased bending still 
needs to be understood. With the SULTAN experimental data, 
we hope to be able to perform a systematic FEMCAM 
analysis soon for a better prediction of CICC performance.  
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